Welcome
Welcome to our first SAP Fiori Meetup

Sarah

Martin
What do we want to do together?

- **talk** about SAP Fiori
- **share** how to design & build modern business apps with Fiori & UI5
- get together to **discuss** how you can use our stuff to get your apps done
- **build** your very first Fiori app
What did we bring with us?

- real developers, no sales guys
- 3 initial sessions about Fiori that build on each other
- a demo app you can play with
- drinks & pizza 😎
Sessions

1st EVENT
THE MAKING OF FIORI
FIORI FIRST LOOK

2nd EVENT
FROM ZERO TO APP IN 30 MINUTES
CUSTOMER LEARNINGS WITH FIORI

3rd EVENT
FIORI TOPIC DEEP DIVE
DESIGN THINKING

4th EVENT

5th EVENT
WHATEVER EXCITES YOU!
Today ...

**Hans-Jürgen**
will take us on a journey about UI development at SAP

**Bodgan**
will show us the tools we need for Fiori how to create your first app in a few minutes

**All**
discuss all your questions with drinks and pizza
Housekeeping

- attendee list
- how-to-guides
- I wish / I like
THE MAKING OF FIORI
Thank you

Contact information:
F name MI. L name
Title
Address
Phone number
Sales Methodology: 867, Sell Laptops, Test Customer

Opportunity Details

General Data
- ID: 864
- Description: Sell Laptops
- Prospect: Test Customer
- Main Contact: Mr. Alex Tucker
- Employee Responsible: Mr. Ben Hogan

Forecast
- Expected Volume: 290,000.00 USD
- Weighted Volume: 45,000.00 USD

Notes
This is an important opportunity to establish a good business connection with this customer.

Sales Cycle
- Sales Stage: Qualification
- Chance of Success: 20%
- Status: Open
- Priority: Important

Items
- Action: New
- Item No.: 10
- Product ID: 1010
- Product: ClearTech Laptop
- Quantity: 50
- Unit: PC
- Net Value: 84,950.00 USD
- Cor...
- Action: New
- Item No.: 20
- Product ID: 9011
- Product: Notebook Professional 17
- Quantity: 50
- Unit: PC
- Net Value: 114,050.00 USD
- Cor...
- Action: New
- Item No.: 30
- Product ID: 9085
- Product: Flat Basic
- Quantity: 10
- Unit: PC
- Net Value: 3,990.00 USD

Sales Team
- Employees Responsible: Mr. Ben Hogan
- Approver: Grace Kim
- Accountant: Ms. Benz Begley

WebDynpro ABAP
Working Capital Management

Performance Indicators

CCC  +15,1  33,6
   DAYS  18,5

DSO  +13,4  55,0
   DAYS  41,6

DIH  +1,8  34,3
   DAYS  32,5

DPO  +0,2  55,6
   DAYS  55,3

WCI  +3,0  15%
   PERCENT  12%

260 DAYS
SAP Fiori UX NEW FACE OF SAP

Concept

Role-based
Adaptive
Simple
Coherent
Delightful

Design

Visual Design
Information Architecture
Interaction Patterns

Technology

User Interface
Business Logic
Today ...

**Hans-Jürgen**
will take us on a journey about UI development at SAP

**Bodgan**
will show us the tools we need for Fiori how to create your first app in a few minutes

**All**
discuss all your questions with drinks and pizza
Fiori
First Look
Today ...

Hans-Jürgen
will take us on a journey about UI development at SAP

Bodgan
will show us the tools we need for Fiori how to create your first app in a few minutes

All
will discuss all your questions with drinks and pizza
Before you leave today...

- leave your wishes on the wall
- next Meetup: September 14th
Thanks!

and see you next time